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Designed to help teach and understand communication
systems using a classroom-tested, active learning approach.
Discusses communication concepts and algorithms, which
are explained using simulation projects, accompanied by
MATLAB and Simulink Provides step-by-step code exercises
and instructions to implement execution sequences Includes
a companion website that has MATLAB and Simulink model
samples and templates
The book covers fundamentals and basics of engineering
communication theory. It presents right mix of explanation of
mathematics (theory) and explanation. The book discusses
both analogue communication and digital communication in
details. It covers the subject of ‘classical’ engineering
communication starting from the very basics of the subject to
the beginning of more advanced areas. It also covers all the
basic mathematics which is required to read the text. It covers
a two semester course as an undergraduate text and some
topics in master’s course as well.
This book "continues to provide a moden comprehensive
coverage of electronic communications systems. It begins by
introducing basic systems and concepts and moves on to
today's technologies : digital, optical fiber, microwave,
satellite, and data and cellular telephone communications
systems." - back cover.
Combines theory with real-world case studies to give a
comprehensive overview of modern optical wireless
technology.
Comprehensive in scope and contemporary in coverage, this
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text explores modern digital and data communications
systems, microwave radio communications systems, satellite
communications systems, and optical fiber communications
systems.
This book primarily focuses on the design of analog and
digital communication systems; and has been structured to
cater to the second year engineering undergraduate students
of Computer Science, Information Technology, Electrical
Engineering and Electronics and Communication
departments. For better understanding, the basics of analog
communication systems are outlined before the digital
communication systems section. The content of this book is
also suitable for the students with little knowledge in
communication systems. The book is divided into five
modules for efficient presentation, and it provides numerous
examples and illustrations for the detailed understanding of
the subject, in a thorough manner. Technical topics discussed
in the book include: Analog modulation techniques-AM, FM
and PMDigital modulation techniques-ASK, PSK, FSK,
QPSK, MSK and M-ary modulationPulse modulation
techniques and Data communicationSource coding
techniques-Shannon Fano and Huffman coding; channel
coding techniques-Linear block codes and convolutional
codesAdvanced communication techniques topics includesCellular communication, Satellite communication and multiple
access schemes.
Typically, communication technology breakthroughs and
developments occur for the purposes of home, work, or
cellular and mobile networks. Communications in
transportation systems are often overlooked, yet they are
equally as important. Communication in Transportation
Systems brilliantly bridges theoretical knowledge and
practical applications of cutting-edge technologies for
communication in automotive applications. This reference
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source carefully covers innovative technologies which will
continue to advance transportation systems. Researchers,
developers, scholars, engineers, and graduate students in the
transportation and automotive system, communication,
electrical, and information technology fields will especially
benefit from this advanced publication.
Offers the most complete, up-to-date coverage available on
the principles of digital communications. Focuses on basic
issues, relating theory to practice wherever possible.
Numerous examples, worked out in detail, have been
included to help the reader develop an intuitive grasp of the
theory. Topics covered include the sampling process, digital
modulation techniques, error-control coding, robust
quantization for pulse-code modulation, coding speech at low
bit radio, information theoretic concepts, coding and computer
communication. Because the book covers a broad range of
topics in digital communications, it should satisfy a variety of
backgrounds and interests, and offers a great deal of
flexibility for teaching the course. The author has included
suggested course outlines for courses at the undergraduate
or graduate levels.
First Published in 2010. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.
The renowned communications theorist Robert Gallager
brings his lucid writing style to the study of the fundamental
system aspects of digital communication for a one-semester
course for graduate students. With the clarity and insight that
have characterized his teaching and earlier textbooks, he
develops a simple framework and then combines this with
careful proofs to help the reader understand modern systems
and simplified models in an intuitive yet precise way. A strong
narrative and links between theory and practice reinforce this
concise, practical presentation. The book begins with data
compression for arbitrary sources. Gallager then describes
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how to modulate the resulting binary data for transmission
over wires, cables, optical fibers, and wireless channels.
Analysis and intuitive interpretations are developed for
channel noise models, followed by coverage of the principles
of detection, coding, and decoding. The various concepts
covered are brought together in a description of wireless
communication, using CDMA as a case study.
Principles of Electronic Communication Systems 4th edition
provides the most up-to-date survey available for students
taking a first course in electronic communications. Requiring
only basic algebra and trigonometry, the new edition is
notable for its readability, learning features and numerous fullcolor photos and illustrations. A systems approach is used to
cover state-of-the-art communications technologies, to best
reflect current industry practice. This edition contains greatly
expanded and updated material on the Internet, cell phones,
and wireless technologies. Practical skills like testing and
troubleshooting are integrated throughout. A brand-new
Laboratory & Activities Manual provides both hands-on
experiments and a variety of other activities, reflecting the
variety of skills now needed by technicians. A new Online
Learning Center web site is available, with a wealth of
learning resources for students.
Now in its second edition, Electronic Communications
Systems provides electronics technologists with an
extraordinarily complete, accurate, and timely introduction to
all of the state-of-the-art technologies used in the
communications field today. Comprehensive coverage
includes traditional analog systems, as well as modern digital
techniques. Extensive discussion of today's modern wireless
systems - including cellular, radio, paging systems, and
wireless data networks - is also included. In addition, sections
on data communication and the internet, high-definition
television, and fiber optics have been updated in this edition
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to enable readers to keep pace with the latest technological
advancements. A block-diagram approach is emphasized
throughout the book, with circuits included when helpful to
lead readers to an understanding of fundamental principles.
Instructive, step-by-step examples using MultiSIMâ„¢, in
addition to those that use actual equipment and current
manufacturer's specifications, are also included. Knowledge
of basic algebra and trigonometry is assumed, yet no calculus
is required.
Combining theoretical knowledge and practical applications,
this advanced-level textbook covers the most important
aspects of contemporary digital communication systems.
Introduction to Digital Communication Systems focuses on
the rules of functioning digital communication system blocks,
starting with the performance limits set by the information
theory. Drawing on information relating to turbo codes and
LDPC codes, the text presents the basic methods of error
correction and detection, followed by baseband transmission
methods, and single- and multi-carrier digital modulations.
The basic properties of several physical communication
channels used in digital communication systems are
explained, showing the transmission and reception methods
on channels suffering from intersymbol interference. The text
also describes the most recent developments in the
transmission techniques specific to wireless communications
used both in wireline and wireless systems. The case studies
are a unique feature of this book, illustrating elements of the
theory developed in each chapter. Introduction to Digital
Communication Systems provides a concise approach to
digital communications, with practical examples and problems
to supplement the text. There is also a companion website
featuring an instructors’ solutions manual and presentation
slides to aid understanding. Offers theoretical and practical
knowledge in a self-contained textbook on digital
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communications Explains basic rules of recent achievements
in digital communication systems such as MIMO, turbo codes,
LDPC codes, OFDMA, SC-FDMA Provides problems at the
end of each chapter with an instructors’ solutions manual on
the companion website Includes case studies and
representative communication system examples such as DVBS, GSM, UMTS, 3GPP-LTE
Sections on important areas such as spread spectrum,
cellular communications, and orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing are provided. * Computational examples are
included, illustrating how to use the computer as a simulation
tool, thereby allowing waveforms, spectra, and performance
curves to be generated. * Overviews of the necessary
background in signal, system, probability, and random
process theory required for the analog and digital
communications topics covered in the book.

Providing straightforward practical guidance, this
highly accessible resource presents today's most
advanced topics on photonic communications. You
get the latest details on 5th generation photonic
systems that can be readily applied to your projects
in the field. Moreover, the book provides valuable,
time-saving tools for network simulation and
modeling. You find in-depth coverage of optical
signal transmission systems and networks. The book
includes coverage of a wide range of critical
methods and techniques, such as MIMO (multipleinput and multiple-output), OFDM (Orthogonal
frequency-division multiplexing), and advanced
modulation and coding. You find detailed
discussions on the basic principles and applications
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of high-speed digital signal processing. Other key
topics include advanced concepts on codedmodulation, turbo equalization, polarization-time
coding, spatial-domain-based modulation and
coding, and multidimensional signaling. This
comprehensive book includes a complete set of
problems at the end of each chapter to help you
master the material.
This textbook takes a unified view of the
fundamentals of wireless communication and
explains cutting-edge concepts in a simple and
intuitive way. An abundant supply of exercises make
it ideal for graduate courses in electrical and
computer engineering and it will also be of great
interest to practising engineers.
Comprehensive in scope and contemporary in
coverage, this text introduces basic electronic and
data communications fundamentals and explores
their application in modern digital and data
communications systems.
Offers concise, practical knowledge on modern
communication systems to help students transition
smoothly into the workplace and beyond This book
presents the most relevant concepts and
technologies of today's communication systems and
presents them in a concise and intuitive manner. It
covers advanced topics such as Orthogonal
Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) and
Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) Technology,
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which are enabling technologies for modern
communication systems such as WiFi (including the
latest enhancements) and LTE-Advanced. Following
a brief introduction to the field, Digital
Communication for Practicing Engineers immerses
readers in the theories and technologies that
engineers deal with. It starts off with Shannon
Theorem and Information Theory, before moving on
to basic modules of a communication system,
including modulation, statistical detection, channel
coding, synchronization, and equalization. The next
part of the book discusses advanced topics such as
OFDM and MIMO, and introduces several emerging
technologies in the context of 5G cellular system
radio interface. The book closes by outlining several
current research areas in digital communications. In
addition, this text: Breaks down the subject into selfcontained lectures, which can be read individually or
as a whole Focuses on the pros and cons of widely
used techniques, while providing references for
detailed mathematical analysis Follows the current
technology trends, including advanced topics such
as OFDM and MIMO Touches on content this is not
usually contained in textbooks such as cyclostationary symbol timing recovery, adaptive selfinterference canceler, and Tomlinson-Harashima
precoder Includes many illustrations, homework
problems, and examples Digital Communication for
Practicing Engineers is an ideal guide for graduate
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students and professionals in digital communication
looking to understand, work with, and adapt to the
current and future technology.
A comprehensive and detailed treatment of the
program SIMULINK® that focuses on SIMULINK®
for simulations in Digital and Wireless
Communications Modeling of Digital Communication
Systems Using SIMULINK® introduces the reader to
SIMULINK®, an extension of the widely-used
MATLAB modeling tool, and the use of SIMULINK®
in modeling and simulating digital communication
systems, including wireless communication systems.
Readers will learn to model a wide selection of digital
communications techniques and evaluate their
performance for many important channel conditions.
Modeling of Digital Communication Systems Using
SIMULINK® is organized in two parts. The first
addresses Simulink® models of digital
communications systems using various modulation,
coding, channel conditions and receiver processing
techniques. The second part provides a collection of
examples, including speech coding, interference
cancellation, spread spectrum, adaptive signal
processing, Kalman filtering and modulation and
coding techniques currently implemented in mobile
wireless systems. Covers case examples,
progressing from basic to complex Provides
applications for mobile communications, satellite
communications, and fixed wireless systems that
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reveal the power of SIMULINK modeling Includes
access to useable SIMULINK® simulations online All
models in the text have been updated to R2018a;
only problem sets require updating to the latest
release by the user Covering both the use of
SIMULINK® in digital communications and the
complex aspects of wireless communication
systems, Modeling of Digital Communication
Systems UsingSIMULINK® is a great resource for
both practicing engineers and students with
MATLAB experience.
Since the first edition of this book was published
seven years ago, the field of modeling and
simulation of communication systems has grown and
matured in many ways, and the use of simulation as
a day-to-day tool is now even more common
practice. With the current interest in digital mobile
communications, a primary area of application of
modeling and simulation is now in wireless systems
of a different flavor from the `traditional' ones. This
second edition represents a substantial revision of
the first, partly to accommodate the new applications
that have arisen. New chapters include material on
modeling and simulation of nonlinear systems, with a
complementary section on related measurement
techniques, channel modeling and three new case
studies; a consolidated set of problems is provided
at the end of the book.
CD-ROM includes: simulation software called
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System View (by Elanix). It also has a library of
functions, a detailed manual in PDF format, tutorial
examples and explanations.
Advances in Analog and RF IC Design for Wireless
Communication Systems gives technical
introductions to the latest and most significant topics
in the area of circuit design of analog/RF ICs for
wireless communication systems, emphasizing
wireless infrastructure rather than handsets. The
book ranges from very high performance circuits for
complex wireless infrastructure systems to selected
highly integrated systems for handsets and mobile
devices. Coverage includes power amplifiers, lownoise amplifiers, modulators, analog-to-digital
converters (ADCs) and digital-to-analog converters
(DACs), and even single-chip radios. This book
offers a quick grasp of emerging research topics in
RF integrated circuit design and their potential
applications, with brief introductions to key topics
followed by references to specialist papers for further
reading. All of the chapters, compiled by editors well
known in their field, have been authored by
renowned experts in the subject. Each includes a
complete introduction, followed by the relevant most
significant and recent results on the topic at hand.
This book gives researchers in industry and
universities a quick grasp of the most important
developments in analog and RF integrated circuit
design. Emerging research topics in RF IC design
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and its potential application Case studies and
practical implementation examples Covers
fundamental building blocks of a cellular base station
system and satellite infrastructure Insights from the
experts on the design and the technology trade-offs,
the challenges and open questions they often face
References to specialist papers for further reading
In the past automation of the power network was a
very specialized area but recently due to
deregulation and privatization the area has become
of a great importance because companies require
more information and communication to minimize
costs, reduce workforce and minimize errors in order
to make a profit. * Covers engineering requirements
and business implications of this cutting-edge and
ever-evolving field * Provides a unique insight into a
fast-emerging and growing market that has become
and will continue to evolve into one of leading
communication technologies * Written in a practical
manner to help readers handle the transformation
from the old analog environment to the modern
digital communications-based one
An accessible undergraduate textbook introducing
key fundamental principles behind modern
communication systems, supported by exercises,
software problems and lab exercises.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not
include any media, website access codes, or print
supplements that may come packaged with the
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bound book. Electronic Communications: A Systems
Approach provides a comprehensive overview of
wireless and wired, analog and digital electronic
communications technologies at the systems level.
The authors’ carefully crafted narrative structure
helps readers put the many facts and concepts
encountered in the study of communications
technologies into a larger, coherent whole. Topics
covered include modulation, communications
circuits, transmitters and receivers, digital
communications techniques (including digital
modulation and demodulation), telephone and wired
computer networks, wireless communications
systems (both short range and wide area),
transmission lines, wave propagation, antennas,
waveguides and radar, and fiber-optic systems. The
math analysis strikes a middle ground between the
calculus-intensive communications texts intended for
four-year BSEE programs and the math-avoidance
path followed by some texts intended for two-year
programs.
Comprehensive in scope and contemporary in
coverage, this book extends and updates the
knowledge of the reader to the most modern topics
in Electronic Communications systems. Numerous
examples throughout provide readers with real-life
applications of the concepts of analog and digital
communications systems, while chapter-end
questions and problems give them a chance to test
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and review their understanding of fundamental and
key topics. Modern digital and data communications
systems, microwave radio communications systems,
satellite communications systems, and optical fiber
communications systems. Cellular and PCS
telephone systems coverage presents the latest and
most innovative technological advancements being
made in cellular communication systems. Optical
fiber communications chapter includes new sections
on light sources, optical power, optical sources and
link budget. Current topics include trellis encoding,
CCITT modem recommendations, PCM line speed,
extended superframe format, wavelength division
multiplexing, Kepler's laws, Clark orbits, limits of
visibility, Satellite Radio Navigation and Navstar
GPS. For the study of electronic communications
systems.
Electronic Communications System: Fundamentals
Through Advanced, 5e
Thorough coverage of basic digital communication
system principles ensures that readers are exposed
to all basic relevant topics in digital communication
system design. The use of CD player and JPEG
image coding standard as examples of systems that
employ modern communication principles allows
readers to relate the theory to practical systems.
Over 180 worked-out examples throughout the book
aids readers in understanding basic concepts. Over
480 problems involving applications to practical
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systems such as satellite communications systems,
ionospheric channels, and mobile radio channels
gives readers ample opportunity to practice the
concepts they have just learned. With an emphasis
on digital communications, Communication Systems
Engineering, Second Edition introduces the basic
principles underlying the analysis and design of
communication systems. In addition, this book gives
a solid introduction to analog communications and a
review of important mathematical foundation topics.
New material has been added on wireless
communication systems—GSM and CDMA/IS-94;
turbo codes and iterative decoding; multicarrier
(OFDM) systems; multiple antenna systems.
Includes thorough coverage of basic digital
communication system principles—including source
coding, channel coding, baseband and carrier
modulation, channel distortion, channel equalization,
synchronization, and wireless communications.
Includes basic coverage of analog modulation such
as amplitude modulation, phase modulation, and
frequency modulation as well as demodulation
methods. For use as a reference for electrical
engineers for all basic relevant topics in digital
communication system design.
For second and third year introductory
communication systems courses for undergraduates,
or an introductory graduate course. This revision of
Couch's authoritative text provides the latest
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treatment of digital communication systems. The
author balances coverage of both digital and analog
communication systems, with an emphasis on
design. Students will gain a working knowledge of
both classical mathematical and personal computer
methods to analyze, design, and simulate modern
communication systems. MATLAB is integrated
throughout.
"Principles of Electronic Communication Systems" is
an introductory course in communication electronics
for students with a background in basic electronics.
The program provides students with the current,
state-of-the-art electronics techniques used in all
modern forms of electronic communications,
including radio, television, telephones, facsimiles,
cell phones, satellites, LAN systems, digital
transmission, and microwave communications. The
text is readable with easy-to-understand line
drawings and color photographs. The up-to-date
content includes a new chapter on wireless
communications systems. Various aspects of
troubleshooting are discussed throughout..
The aim of this book is to present the modern design
and analysis principles of millimeter-wave
communication system for wireless devices and to
give postgraduates and system professionals the
design insights and challenges when integrating
millimeter wave personal communication system.
Millimeter wave communication system are going to
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play key roles in modern gigabit wireless
communication area as millimeter-wave industrial
standards from IEEE, European Computer
Manufacturing Association (ECMA) and Wireless
High Definition (Wireless HD) Group, are on their
way to the market. The book will review up-to-date
research results and utilize numerous design and
analysis for the whole system covering from
Millimeter wave frontend to digital signal processing
in order to address major topics in a high speed
wireless system. This book emphasizes the
importance and the requirements of high-gain
antennas, low power transceiver, adaptive
equalizer/modulation, channeling coding and
adaptive multi-user detection for gigabit wireless
communications. In addition, the book will include
the updated research literature and patents in the
topics of transceivers, antennas, MIMO, channel
capacity, coding, equalizer, Modem and multi-user
detection. Finally the application of these antennas
will be discussed in light of different forthcoming
wireless standards at V-band and E-band.
An accessible, yet mathematically rigorous, onesemester textbook, engaging students through use
of problems, examples, and applications.
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